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ABSTRACT

The aim of the study was to determine the viral frequency and clinical-epidemiological characteristics 
in the episodes of acute respiratory infection in patients of the Instituto Nacional de Salud del Niño 
San Borja in Lima, the information of the episodes of patients who required at least one direct 
Immunofluorescence test from January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2018 was analyzed. 1153 episodes were 
identified in 707 patients. The median age was 1 year and 55% were male. The viral frequency was 13.4%; 
respiratory syncytial virus was identified in 10.7% of the episodies. The viral frequency was higher in 
children under 1 year of age (16.2%); in those with congenital disease respiratory (38.9%) and during 
the autumn (24.2%). The most common symptoms were cough (70.3%) and fever (53.4%); and the main 
diagnoses, viral pneumonia (31.8) and bronchiolitis (23.4%). It is concluded that the respiratory viral 
frequency was related to age, seasonality and pre-existing pathology.

Keywords: Pediatrics; Respiratory Infections; Frequency; Viruses; Fluorescent Antibody Technique, 
Direct; Peru (source: MeSH NLM).

INTRODUCTION

Acute respiratory infections (ARI) are among the three leading causes of morbidity and mortality 
in the general population, and the leading cause of mortality in children under five years old, 
mainly in developing countries (1,2). Viruses are the cause of 80 to 90% of ARI (3), with upper 
respiratory tract infections being the most frequent. However, pneumonias represent the greatest 
public health problem (1,4).

In Peru, during 2018 the cumulative incidence rate of ARI episodes was 9,297 per 10,000 
children under five years old and the cumulative incidence rate of pneumonia was 100 per 
10,000 children under five years old; both with a downward trend in recent years. However, 
the case fatality rate (1.0 deaths per 100 episodes of pneumonia) has remained constant (5).

Studies conducted abroad show that the frequency of respiratory viruses (RV) in pediatric 
patients is between 34.1% and 76.7% (6-9), in Peru it has been reported to be between 33.5% 
and 49.7% (10,11). Currently, in our country there is no detailed information on the frequency 
of viral infections in children with comorbidities. In addition, there are no studies that 
compare the frequency of these infections between hospitalized and ambulatory patients, nor 
their stationary trend that would contribute to establish optimal strategies for surveillance, 
prevention and control of these infections.
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Motivation for the study: In Peru, there are few studies that 
evaluate the frequency of viral infections in children with co-
morbidities and their epidemiological and clinical profile.

Main findings: Viruses were detected in 13.4% of the episodes 
of acute respiratory infection; respiratory syncytial virus was 
the most common pathogen; viral frequency was higher in 
children younger than 1 year with respiratory congenital dis-
eases and during autumn.

Implications: Clinical and epidemiological characterization 
of patients susceptible to viral respiratory infections will allow 
improvement of surveillance, prevention and hospital control 
strategies.

KEY MESSAGES
This study aims to describe the frequency of the detection of 

respiratory viruses and the clinical-epidemiological characteristics 
of ARI episodes in children attended in the different services of 
the Instituto Nacional de Salud del Niño San Borja (INSN-SB), a 
national referral center for the management of pediatric complex 
diseases, during 2017-2018.

THE STUDY

Design and study population
We conducted a descriptive, retrospective, cross-sectional study. 
Laboratorial information was collected from ARI episodes of 
patients who underwent direct immunofluorescence test (DIF) 
for RVs, who came from the different services of INSN-SB 
from January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2018. We included all 
ARI episodes of patients: a) aged 0 to 18 years, b) inpatients or 
outpatients, c) with nasopharyngeal swab sampling (NSS). ARI 
episodes in patients: a) from outside the institution, b) with 
inadequate sample report were excluded.

An ARI was defined by the presence of one or more 
symptoms such as cough, rhinorrhea, nasal obstruction, 
odynophagia, otalgia, wheezing or respiratory distress, with or 
without fever. An episode of ARI was considered from the first 
day of symptomatology onset to the fourteenth day.

Procedures
The DIF test for RV was performed as part of the usual 
institutional care; through the Clinical Pathology Service, 
samples of NSS were taken, obtained with sterile flocked 
swabs and placed in a viral transport medium. The samples 
were transported and stored at a temperature between 2 to 
8 °C until processing; following the working protocol of the 
commercial kit D3 Ultra 8 ™ DFA Respiratory Virus Screening 
& Identification, for the detection of eight types of RV: 
adenovirus (ADV), influenza virus A (Flu-A) and B (Flu-B), 
parainfluenza virus (PIV) 1, 2 and 3, metapneumovirus 
(hMPV) and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV).

Samples were analyzed with the ZEISS Axio Scope.A1 
fluorescence microscope; an adequate sample was considered 
as the observation of at least 20 columnar epithelial cells 
in the total number of reading fields. A positive result for 
RV was defined as the observation of at least two cells with 
apple green intracellular fluorescence in the total number of 
reading fields.

The variables in the study were age, sex, year of medical 
care, type of hospital care, seasonality, baseline disease, 
current clinical diagnosis, symptomatology, type of RV and 
viral coinfection.

The data for each episode of ARI were collected from the 
review of medical records, epidemiological records and the 
hospital computer system. The information obtained was 
entered into a spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel 2016.

Statistical analysis
The numerical variable age showed an asymmetric distribution 
and was summarized with the median and interquartile range 
(IQR). Categorical variables were presented as absolute and 
relative frequencies. The data were shown in tables and figures. 
Comparison for categorical variables was performed with the 
Chi-square test, and for numerical variables the Mann Whitney 
U-test was used. A p value <0.05 was considered statistically 
significant.

Ethical aspects
This study was approved by the INSN-SB Research Ethics 
Committee. The information collected remained absolutely 
confidential and was used exclusively for the study.

FINDINGS

During the study period, 1,153 ARI episodes were found in 
707 patients who underwent a DIF test for RV (1.6 episodes 
per patient). Statistical analysis was based on ARI episodes; 
thus, the frequency of viral detection was 13.4% (154/1153) 
and it was variable between the two study years and for each 
type of virus (0.0% to 12.3%). Neither ADV nor Flu-B were 
detected (Table 1). Of the RV-positive episodes (n=154), the 
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distribution was 7.1% for Flu-A; 7.7% for hMPV; 5.2% for 
PIV (1-3) and 80% for RSV. No cases of viral coinfection 
were found.

Of the total ARI episodes, the median age was 1 year 
(IQR: 0-5); the ages were categorized into four groups, 
36.8% of the episodes were recorded in those younger than 1 
year, who had a higher viral frequency (16.2%). There were 
statistically significant differences between the age group 
and viral frequency (Table 2). Males accounted for 55.9% 
(n=645) of the episodes with a viral frequency of 12.1% 
and females (n=519) 14.8%, with no significant differences 
(p=0.181).

The viral frequency in 2017 was 10.2% and in 2018 it was 
15.8%, this difference was significant (p=0.006). Of the RV 
positive episodes, RSV was the most prevalent in both years 
(84.6% and 77.5%, respectively); the frequency of hMPV 
was 11.8% in 2018 compared to 0.0% in 2017 (Table 3). 
Most of the ARI episodes (72.6%) were found to be from the 
hospitalization area, with a viral frequency of 14.1%, which 
was similar to those from the Emergency department with 
14.4% but different from outpatients, with 7.0% (Table 2).

ARI episodes were more frequent during the winter and 
autumn seasons; the highest viral frequency occurred in autumn 
(24.2%), there were significant differences between seasons 
(p<0.001). Between the months of February and April 2017, and 
May and July 2018, the highest viral frequency was recorded 
between 20.7% to 25.5% and 41.6% to 21.6%, respectively (Figure 
1). During summer, autumn and winter, RSV was the main 
pathogen; while in spring it was hMPV (Table 3).

Of the total number of ARI episodes, 96.3% had an 
underlying condition, hematologic neoplasm (HN) and 
congenital disease of the circulatory system (CD-CS) were 
the most frequent with 31.9% and 25.1%, respectively. Viral 
frequency was higher in cases with congenital disease of 
the respiratory system (CD-RS) (38.9%) and congenital 

malformation of the musculoskeletal system (CM-MS) 
(35.7%), there were significant differences between pre-
existing conditions (p<0.001) (Table 2).

Among the episodes with viral detection, the most 
frequent clinical diagnoses were viral pneumonia (31.8%) 
and bronchiolitis (23.4%). In episodes with bronchiolitis, 
RSV was identified in 88.9%; in those with pneumonia, RSV 
and hMPV were in 79.6% and 14.3%, respectively (Table 
3). The most frequent clinical manifestations in 148/154 
episodes were cough (70.3%), fever (53.4%), rhinorrhea 
(52.7%), dyspnea (51.3%) and wheezing (50.7%).

DISCUSSION

In this study, the viral detection frequency was 13.4% among 
all ARI episodes identified. Previously published studies 
reported a viral prevalence between 11.9% to 49.7% in 
pediatric patients without reported comorbidities and with 
viral detection by DIF (6,7,10,11). This study found that viral 
infections were more frequent in children under 1 year of 
age and in children under 5 years of age; for the latter age 
group, different studies reported a viral frequency between 
14.8% to 40% (7,10,12); this percentage variation could be due 
to a heterogeneous child population, presence or absence of 
underlying diseases, different geographic settings or different 
surveillance and control measures in health care facilities.

The viral frequency obtained from the hospitalization 
area was similar to that from the emergency department, 
and higher than in the outpatients; we observed that 
hospitalization and emergency patients presented similar 
characteristics regarding the age group (those under 3 years 
of age represented 64%) and regarding comorbidity, mainly 
cases of CD-CS. Meanwhile, outpatients were mainly 5 to 10 
years old and with HN or HCT. Viral detection was highest 
during autumn and lowest during spring, with Flu-A and 

Table 1. Detection frequency of respiratory viruses in ARI episodes in patients from the Instituto Nacional de Salud del Niño San Borja, 2017-2018.

Year
ARI episodes Episodes  

with RV (+)
 Respiratory viruses

Flu-A hMPV PIV-1 PIV-2 PIV-3 RSV

n n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

2017 508 52 (10.2) 4 (0.8) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.2) 2 (0.4) 1 (0.2) 44 (8.7)

2018 645 102 (15.8) 7 (1.1) 12 (1.9) 1 (0.2) 0 (0.0) 3 (0.5) 79 (12.3)

Total 1,153 154 (13.4) 11 (0.9) 12 (1.0) 2 (0.2) 2 (0.2) 4 (0.4) 123 (10.7)

ARI: acute respiratory infection; RV: respiratory virus; Flu-A: Influenza virus A; hMPV: Metapneumovirus; PIV: Parainfluenza virus; RSV: Respiratory syncytial virus.
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RSV being mainly detected during autumn, PIV during 
winter and hMPV during spring; these data are consistent 
with other studies from South America (8,10,13).

Viral infections, mainly those caused by RSV, can 
increase the risk of morbimortality in patients with 
congenital heart disease, HN, chronic respiratory diseases, 
congenital malformations of the respiratory system and 

prematurity. Cardiopathic children under 2 years of age have 
a higher risk of malnutrition, which predisposes them to of 
viral infections (14).

The main pathogen identified in our study was RSV, with 
a high detection rate in cases with CD-RS (4/18) and with 
CM-MS (5/14); however, we consider that a larger sample 
of those diseases should be needed for a better analysis. The 

Characteristics
ARI Episodes

(n=1153)
Negative to  RV  

(n=999) Positive to  RV (n=154)
p Value a

n n % n %

Age, median (IQR) 1 (0-5) 2 (0-6) (0-6) 1 (0-3)  (0-3) < 0.001b

Age group (years) 0.013

< 1 425 356 83.8 69 16.2

1-4 373 319 85.5 54 14.5

5-10 271 245 90.4 26 9.6

11-18 84 79 94.0 5 6.0

Sex 0.181

Female 519 442 85.2 77 14.8

Male 634 557 87.9 77 12.1

Year of attention 0.006

2017 508 456 89.8 52 10.2

2018 645 543 84.2 102 15.8

Type of attention 0.083

Hospitalization 837 719 85.9 118 14.1

Emergency 188 161 85.6 27 14.4

As outpatients 128 119 93.0 9 7.0

Season < 0.001

Autumn 347 263 75.8 84 24.2

Summer 160 144 90.0 16 10.0

Winter 383 344 89.8 39 10.2

Spring 263 248 94.3 15 5.7

Baseline disease < 0.001

Bone marrow aplasia 48 48 100.0 0 0.0

CD.  respiratory system 18 11 61.1 7 38.9

CD.  circulatory system 289 240 83.0 49 17.0

CD.  nervous system 41 34 82.9 7 17.1

CM.  digestive tract 41 33 80.5 8 19.5

CM.  musculoskeletal system 14 9 64.3 5 35.7

D.  digestive system 17 15 88.2 2 11.8

D.  nervous system 44 34 77.3 10 22.7

D.  respiratory system 43 39 90.7 4 9.3

Hematological neoplasms 368 339 92.1 29 7.9

HCT-SOT 66 59 89.4 7 10.6

Other diseases 121 106 87.6 15 12.4

Previously healthy 43 32 74.4 11 25.6

Table 2. Descriptive characteristics in ARI episodes of patients from the Instituto Nacional de Salud del Niño San Borja, according to the detection of 
respiratory viruses. 2017-2018.

ARI: acute respiratory infection; RV: respiratory virus; CD: congenital disease; CM: congenital malformation; SOT: solid organ transplantation; HCT: hematopoietic cell 
transplantation.
a Chi-square test; b Mann Whitney U-test.
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Table 3. Descriptive characteristics of ARI episodes with viral detection in patients from the Instituto Nacional de Salud del Niño San Borja, according 
to type of virus. 2017-2018.

ARI: acute respiratory infection; RV: respiratory virus; CD: congenital disease; CM: congenital malformation; SOT: solid organ transplantation; HCT: hematopoietic cell 
transplantation.

Characteristics
Total RV (+) 

(n=154)
Flu- A
 (n=11)

hMPV 
(n=12)

PIV (1-3) 
(n=8)

RSV 
(n=123)

n n % n % n % n %

Age, median (IQR) 3 (1-6) 1 (0-1,5) 1,5 (0,5-4,5) 1 (0-3)

Age group (years)

< 1 69 1 1.5 7 10.1 2 2.9 59 85.5

1-4 54 5 9.3 4 7..4 4 7.4 41 75.9

5-10 26 4 15.3 1 3.9 2 7.7 19 73.1

11-18 5 1 20.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 80.0

Sex

Female 77 4 5.2 8 10.4 3 3.9 62 80.5

Male 77 7 9.1 4 5.2 5 6.5 61 79.2

Year of attention

2017 52 4 7.7 0 0.0 4 7.7 44 84.6

2018 102 7 6.9 12 11.8 4 3.9 79 77.5

Type of attention

Hospitalization 118 5 4.2 11 9.3 6 5.1 96 81.4

Emergency 27 5 18.5 1 3.7 2 7.4 19 70.4

As outpatients 9 1 11.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 8 88.9

Season

Summer 16 3 18.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 13 81.3

Autumn 84 6 7.1 2 2.4 0 0.0 76 90.5

Winter 39 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 17.9 32 82.1

Spring 15 2 13.3 10 66.7 1 6.7 2 13.3

Baseline disease

CD. respiratory system 7 1 14.3 2 28.6 0 0.0 4 57.1

CD. circulatory system 49 4 8.2 6 12.2 1 2.0 38 77.6

CD. nervous system 7 0 0.0 1 14.3 0 0.0 6 85.7

CM. digestive tract 8 0 0.0 2 25.0 1 12.5 5 62.5

CM. musculoskeletal  
system 5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 100.0

D. nervous system 10 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 20.0 8 80.0

Hematological  
neoplasms 29 3 10.3 0 0.0 3 10.3 23 79.3

HCT-SOT 7 1 14.3 0 0.0 1 14.3 5 71.4

Other diseases 21 2 9.5 1 4.8 0 0.0 18 85.7

Previously healthy 11 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 11 100.0

Clinical diagnosis

Rhinopharyngitis 8 0 0.0 1 12.5 1 12.5 6 75.0

Influenza 5 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 20.0 4 80.0

Asthmatic crisis 3 1 33.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 66.7

Bronchiolitis 36 3 8.3 0 0.0 1 2.8 32 88.9

Viral pneumonia 49 1 2.0 7 14.3 2 4.1 39 79.6

Unspecified ARI 53 6 11.3 4 7.5 3 5.7 40 75.5
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Figure 1. Distribution of the 1,153 ARI episodes during the months of 2017 and 2018, according to viral detection.

finding of RSV in cases with CD-CS (13.1%) was similar to 
that reported previously (15,16); while regarding HN, the viral 
frequency (6.3%) was lower compared to other studies (7% 
to 42%) (17); no viral detection was registered in the neonatal 
intensive care unit, compared to a study that reported 47% 
of viral infection (18).

This study was carried out using a screening panel for 
the main viruses causing ARI, a considerably large number 
of ARI episodes, including all pediatric ages, inpatient and 
outpatient cases, with different pre-existing diseases and 
over a 2-year period, allowing the evaluation of seasonal 
trends.

The limitations of the study include: selection biases, 
probably the sickest group of patients was chosen for the 
medical consultation, there was no standardized criterion 
to determine which patients underwent the DIF test for 
RV. Regarding detection biases, it is possible that patients 
with earlier infections were the only ones that could 
have been identified, while those with infections with an 
evolution of more than seven days could not be identified. 
The results cannot be extrapolated to the community. The 
time of evolution of the disease could not be determined 
because the information on the date of onset of symptoms 
was incomplete in some cases. Other frequent RV, such as 
rhinovirus and coronavirus (detection by RT-PCR) were not 
evaluated, which probably led to a lower viral frequency.

In conclusion, the frequency of RV was related to age, 
seasonality and pre-existing disease, and RSV was found to be the 
main pathogen. This study contributes to a better understanding 
of the characterization of ARI in pediatric patients, especially in 
those with pre-existing disease.

We consider it is convenient to carry out studies to 
characterize viral respiratory infections in pediatric patients 
with different comorbidities, including the detection of other 
frequent viruses, taking into account the time of evolution of 
the disease. Likewise, studies should be carried out to identify 
the risk factors associated with viral respiratory infection in 
children with pre-existing pathologies.
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